HLID’s PROPOSED STEWARDSHIP CONSORTIUM MODEL STRUCTURE

( OHA RFQ No. HLJD-2016-01: Attachment D)

*U&O (Use & Occupancy Agreement) with HDOT could have parameters in place governing how the selected steward (for Luluku) can enter into MOAs (Memorandum of Agreement) with like stewarding entities. Ideally, like stewarding entities within the ahupua’a could come to experience the sites (ie: education, cultural) and help malama where needed.

**The selected steward is to be financially self sufficient. The stewards are free to apply for grants, use products grown on the site for profit, or devise other means for monetary generation (ie: fundraiser, donation) as long as terms within the U&O are complied with. However, products may not be sold on HDOT property.

Possible Grant Sources

Funding Agencies:

ANA, OHA, Etc.

ANA: Administration for Native Americans
OHA: Office of Hawaiian Affairs (non HLID funds)

Land Owner
State of Hawaii
(HDOT)

Recognized Stewarding Entity of Record

Bound By MOA

Bound By MOA

Bound By MOA

Bound By MOA

Stewardship Consortium Member Entity A

Stewardship Consortium Member Entity B

Stewardship Consortium Member Entity C

Stewardship Consortium Member Entity D